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1. What is this award programme hoping to achieve? 
 
The coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic has focused national attention on the challenges faced by 

people who use, commission or deliver social care services. Unfortunately, efforts to respond to the 

crisis have been hampered by the lack of detailed, actionable and accessible data about social 

care. 

The Health Foundation has explored the key data challenges the sector is facing in the post-

COVID-19 era. We have hosted workshops with people who use care services, carers, providers, 

care technology developers, local authorities, researchers and membership bodies for providers 

and for front-line staff. Participants have come from England, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland, 

from domiciliary care and residential care, and included adults with a range of ages, needs and 

experiences. 

This funding programme will launch for expressions of interest on 24 August 2020. Social care 

providers and commissioners can bid for up to £60,000 to run projects that demonstrate what good 

social care analytics looks like, and how it can be harnessed to address the challenges we’ve set 

out to contribute to better health and care for all.  

 
2. What does good social care analytics look like? 

 
In designing this funding programme, we have put much effort into developing criteria for what 

good analytics looks like in social care. These criteria have been informed by our workshops and 

conversations with stakeholders. We hope they will have a lasting impact on how the social care 

analytics sector evolves, stimulating further innovation and establishing norms. Projects should 

seek to align with these areas of focus: 

• First and foremost, there should be excellent engagement across the sector that 
underpins the clear need for the analysis. Providers, commissioners and people that 
need social care should understand and commit to this. Developing trust and facilitating 
collaboration between these groups of stakeholders will be key to building a social care 
system that uses data effectively. 
 

https://www.health.org.uk/news-and-comment/blogs/strengthening-social-care-analytics-during-the-pandemic-and-beyond
https://www.health.org.uk/news-and-comment/blogs/strengthening-social-care-analytics-during-the-pandemic-and-beyond
https://www.health.org.uk/news-and-comment/blogs/strengthening-social-care-analytics-during-the-pandemic-and-beyond
https://www.health.org.uk/news-and-comment/blogs/strengthening-social-care-analytics-during-the-pandemic-and-beyond
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• Second, partnership with people that need social care, their carers and 
families is crucial; much of the data collected and shared at present serves operational 
purposes rather than being used to understand and meet the needs of people that need 
social care and their loved ones. 
 

• Finally, appropriate use of analytical methods by strong analytics teams that maintain 
good communication with stakeholders and are open with sharing those methods, 
code and learning, will ensure that social care analytics improve sustainably. This 
achieves two aims:  

 
a. Promoting the sharing of data and information between social care organisations; which, 

as we learned during engagement exercises, is a great barrier to change due to 
concerns around trust and culture. This prerequisite that asks projects to publish and 
present their findings sets a standard for openness.  

 

b. By sharing methods, code and learning through GitHub, the grant holder organisations 
will dock into existing learning infrastructures and the entire analytical community will 
gain through shared understanding and prevented duplication and waste. Good analytics 
should always be open and accessible.   

1.  

3. Who is eligible for funding? 
 
There will be up to five awards of up to a maximum of £60,000 made available to organisations that 
have a direct role in the provision or commissioning of adult social care services. Each project can 
partner with other organisations within the health and care sector, as long as the lead organisation 
fits the eligibility criteria of providing or commissioning adult social care services. The Expression 
of interest form lists a number of types of organisations that we might expect to lead or partner on 
a project. 

 

4. How many partner organisations can I have? 
 

We have not set a limit on the number of partner organisations that any project can have, as long 
as the project is feasible in terms of its deliverables and timelines, and meets the criteria for 
funding. 

 
5. Can lead applicants have partner organisations that are not based in the UK? 

 
Yes. We welcome bids where partner organisations are from outside the UK, so long as the benefit 
of the award is being felt wholly within the UK. 

 
6. What challenges within the social care system have the Health Foundation 

focused on for this award programme? 
 
We are primarily interested in projects that approach and address one or more of the following three 
challenge(s):  
 

• Improving the quality of social care for cohorts of people that experience the worst 

outcomes. 
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• Building a resilient, safe workforce.  

 

• Ensuring that data collection reflects the lived experience of people accessing the services, 

and is not simply data that exists to serve the system.   

 
7. Can my project focus on addressing another challenge that hasn’t been 

highlighted by the Health Foundation? 
 

Yes. We are also open to funding projects that address other challenges facing the social care 
system. If you would like to focus your project on addressing a challenge that you yourself have 
identified, please describe the following in your expression of interest: 
 

• What is the challenge? 

• Who faces this challenge? 

• How does it prevent social care being delivered effectively? 

 

8. What outputs will each project be required to produce? 
 
We expect that each of the projects will produce learning for the rest of the social care system, 
evaluate impact on care and demonstrate good social care analytics as described above.  
Each project will deliver the following outputs (of which we expect d. and e. to be shared outwardly 
– see question 9): 
 

a. Evidence of better care. Each project will be asked to demonstrate at the outset that there is 
a demand for the analysis, and describe how it will be used to improve care. At the end of 
the project they will be required to evaluate how the analysis has been used, and what 
impact it has had or might have on care.  

 
b. A skills audit. Each project will be asked to describe how skills were developed within each 

organisation and reflect on priorities going forward. 
 
c. A case study on culture and collaboration. We will ask projects to reflect on the process 

through which they collaborated with stakeholders, including a section on engaging with 
people that need social care, carers and advocates.  

 
d. Sharing methods and code. We expect that projects developing data solutions will share 

their methods and publish their code and we will support them to do so via channels 
including GitHub and the Community of Practice (see question 15). 

 
e. Sharing findings. Projects will be required to share the findings of their analysis within their 

local care system, with their fellow award holders and to the wider stakeholders that 
contributed to the scoping of this award programme.  

 

9. Why is it important to produce practical outputs for the rest of the system? 
 

We will look favourably upon projects that are able to contribute to the practice of social care 
analytics, as described above. A key part of this is the development and sharing of practical 
outputs, described in bullet points d. and e. above. Our experience is that the practice of sharing 
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fosters relationships and promotes an open culture. It also enables us, as a funder, to scale and 
spread the benefits from one project across an entire system. 
 
The Community of Practice (see question 15) will help us share the learning and outputs of each 
project. 

 
10. I do not yet have the data permissions and agreements in place to 

undertake the project – can I still apply? 
 
Yes. We recognise that not all of these may be in place, but we need to be reassured that if the 
project is supported, these can be obtained in time for the project to begin no later than March 
2021. Final funding decisions may well depend on getting agreements in place. 

 
11. What can I request funding for? 

 
Up to £60,000 per project is available to cover the following costs: 

 

• backfill  

• service user involvement honoraria 

• administrative support 

• project management support 

• consumables 

• technical expertise 

• consultancy/subcontracting 

• dissemination materials 

• travel and subsistence. 

 

12. How does the allocation of funds affect my bid? 
 
For this funding programme, we have not set a limit on subcontracting costs. However, as a 
charitable organisation, we always consider value for money when awarding funds to projects. 
Therefore we will ask each project for a justification for all spending. 

 
13. Why is service user and public involvement and engagement important in 

this award programme? 
 

The engagement exercise that was undertaken to develop this programme demonstrated the 
benefits of involving many stakeholders in planning and delivering projects in social care. The 
sector has historically been siloed, contributing to disincentives and fractured delivery of care. By 
undertaking meaningful engagement with people that need social care, carers and their families 
and advocates, each project will be shaped with the person that needs care in mind. This is a key 
step to achieving a social care system that delivers effective, fulfilling and meaningful care. 

 
14. Why is diversity and inclusion important in this award programme? 
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The Health Foundation is developing an approach to diversity and inclusion across all of our work 
programmes. We are interested in how your project considers diversity and inclusion of: 
  

• those in your team who will be delivering the project 

• people that need social care, their carers, family members and members of the public whom 
the project will impact 

• data from service users that will be used in the project.  
 

15. What is the Community of Practice and who is Future Care Capital? 
 

Future Care Capital (FCC) is an independent charity shaping the future of health and social care. 

FCC drives innovation and improvement through leading edge research and policy insights and by 

bringing together policy makers and practitioners. 

The Health Foundation and FCC have teamed up to explore how to strengthen social care analytics 

during the COVID-19 pandemic and beyond. Together, we co-hosted the workshops that informed 

the design of this funding call. 

These workshops highlighted the importance of bringing together a community that could help to 
address how the data and analytics system in social care could evolve to support better care. This 
is the Community of Practice that we are developing with FCC alongside this funding programme.  
 

Building this Community of Practice provides an opportunity to bring together historically siloed 
stakeholders, to develop a platform through which to share progress and learning and to create a 
vision of social care analytics and a set of priorities to achieve it. 
 
All applicants to the funding programme expressing interest in the Community of Practice (to be 
completed in section F of the Expression of interest form) will be invited by FCC to join, 
regardless of success in securing funding.  

 

16. How will my data be used? 
 
All the information you provide on this form will be held by the Health Foundation for assessing this 

application and the decision-making process and for no other purposes.  

Declaration 
In order to process your application, the Health Foundation needs to collect and process your 
personal information.  
  
The Health Foundation is the Data Controller (as defined by the Data Protection Act 2018, the 
General Data Protection Regulation, and all applicable laws which replace or amend it) who will 
collect and process your personal data.  
  
Please refer to our Privacy Notice for full details of what data we collect about you, how we use it, 
who we share it with, how long we keep it and your rights relating to your personal data. Our 
Privacy Notice is available on our website at www.health.org.uk/privacy-policy-and-cookies. If you 
do not have access to the internet, please write to the Health Foundation Data Protection Officer 
(DPO) at the address listed below with your address and a copy will be sent to you in the post.  

http://www.health.org.uk/privacy-policy-and-cookies
http://www.health.org.uk/privacy-policy-and-cookies
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In summary, we will collect and process your information to assess your application.  
  
The information we collect will be your name, job title, organisation name and contact details 
such as email address.  
  
Processing requires your application information and personal details to be shared with third 
parties including assessors, website editors and copywriters, partner organisations and service 
providers.  
  
We will ensure that all parties we share your data with keep your information secure and do not 
use it for any other purposes than those which we have specified in the Privacy Notice.  
  
We will share your information if we are required to by law.  
  
We will retain this data for as long as is necessary for the relevant activity. We may keep some of 
your data indefinitely.  
  
If you have any concerns about how your personal data is being collected and processed, or wish 
to exercise any of your rights detailed in our Privacy Notice please contact:  
  
The Health Foundation Data Protection Officer (DPO)  
The Health Foundation 
8 Salisbury Square 
London  
EC4Y 8AP 
  
By submitting your completed application, you give permission for details of this application and 
contact information to be shared on the Health Foundation website (following your approval of 
the copy) should you be successful in your application.  
  
Please click the following link if you would like to subscribe to the monthly Health Foundation 
newsletter: www.health.org.uk/newsletter 

Declaration of applicant: 

 

☐ I confirm that I have read and understood the above privacy notice. 

Authorisation from organisation: 

☐ I confirm that the organisation named on this proposal has given me authority to submit this 
application on its behalf. I confirm that the information I have supplied is, to the best of my belief, 
correct.  
 
A sample of our standard award agreement is available online. Applicants are asked to ensure 
their organisation is happy with the terms set out in this agreement prior to submitting an 
application. 

 
  

http://www.health.org.uk/newsletter
http://www.health.org.uk/newsletter
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17. Our project has been shortlisted; what now? 
 

If your project has been shortlisted you will be invited to submit a full application via AIMS, our grant 

management software. 

You will receive an email explaining how to register on AIMS, which will link to a user guide.  

Your full application will give assessors the opportunity to understand in much more detail how well 

your proposal aims fit with the programme and how you will deliver your project. We have included 

below a table that describes how you should approach each Project Information question from 

section 2 in the award application form. The other sections should be straightforward to complete 

with the guidance, but if you have any questions please contact us at 

socialcare.analytics@health.org.uk 

Question Guidance 

2.1 Project Title Please write a short title for your project here 

2.2 Aims Please describe the overall aims of the project, making reference to 

how the aims will address the challenge(s) you have chosen. 

2.3 Background Please describe the background and context for your proposal, 

making reference to the need and demand for the project. 

2.4 Activities or methods Please use this section to describe the stages in your project and the 

resources involved at each stage, including personnel. Please 

ensure that that you describe in detail: 

- Your approach to the analysis including: 

i. Data access and permission arrangements 

ii. Proposed method of analysis and a justification for 

that method 

iii. How you will share your methods, code and analysis 

openly 

iv. How your project demonstrates the criteria for good 

social care analytics (see question two on page one 

of this FAQ document): 

▪ Good public sector and service user 

engagement 

▪ The adoption of open analytics practice 

▪ Strong analytics teams 

▪ A digital and data infrastructure that allows 

researchers, analysts and developers to 

access the data they need 

https://aims.health.org.uk/register/?return_url=
https://aims.health.org.uk/register/?return_url=
https://www.health.org.uk/sites/default/files/2018-11/aims-applicant-user-guide-v5.0.pdf
https://www.health.org.uk/sites/default/files/2018-11/aims-applicant-user-guide-v5.0.pdf
mailto:socialcare.analytics@health.org.uk
mailto:socialcare.analytics@health.org.uk
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- Your approach to involving and engaging people that need 

and use social care services and their carers so that the 

perspective of these people are at the forefront. 

- Your approach to diversity and inclusion, considering how 

your project may impact on the equity and outcome for all 

those who need or receive care. 

Please outline the project management/quality assurance systems 

you will use to ensure the project is implemented on time and to a 

high standard. 

2.5 Timetable / Project plan Please describe the major milestones for your project and how 

progress will be monitored. 

Please upload a project plan. 

2.6 Project duration Please enter duration in months 

2.7 Please select the area in which 

your project will have most impact 

Please select the correct box reflecting where your project will have 

most impact. 

2.8 Please select the areas in 

which your project will have 

additional impact 

Please select the correct box reflecting where your project will have 

additional impact. 

2.9 Staffing and organisation Who are the key personnel and how will work be assigned to 

different members of the project team?  

If personnel will be recruited as part of the project, please advise on 

the roles you will be seeking to fill and how you will mitigate the risk 

of project delays due to hiring. 

Please outline the ways in which the lead organisation will invest 

resources at all levels of seniority (eg staff time, budget, recognition 

of value). 

2.10 Project risks What are the key project risks and how will you manage these? 

2.11 Expected outcomes Please describe what a successful result looks like for this project 

and how you will measure it, making reference to your aims and the 

challenge that you’ve chosen to address. 

Please describe the key outputs for your project such as 

publications, educational material, service user or carer information 

and practical analytics tools for others to adopt. 

2.12 Dissemination What are your plans for sharing your methods, code, analysis and 

learning? How will learning be embedded into the project? 

How will others benefit from the outputs of this project? 

2.13 Supporting documentation Projects that have senior buy-in are most likely to achieve their aims. 

Please upload a letter of support from leaders within your 

organisation and partner organisations for this proposal.  
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